We use the Global Historical Climatology Network-daily database to calculate trends in sea-level atmospheric pressures, their variance and the variance of their day-to-day differences in nine regions of the world. Changes in pressure reflect the addition of water vapor to the warming atmosphere and changes in circulation patterns. Pressure gradients drive fronts and storm systems, and pressure differences, a meteorological parameter distinct from temperature and precipitation, are a proxy for storminess. In eight of nine regions the mean sea level pressure decreased at a rate significant at the 2σ (95% confidence) level if correlations between stations are small, but this nominal assumption is uncertain. We find lower bounds on the characteristic time scale of change of the sea level pressure variance and its differences between consecutive days. Depending on assumptions about the uncertainties of the mean values of trends averaged over many (> 1000 in some regions) stations, these lower bounds on the time scales of change of the variances range from ∼ 100 to several thousand years. Trends in the variance of day-to-day pressure differences are negative and nominally significant in six of nine regions. Nominally significant trends in the pressure variances themselves are positive in three regions and negative in one.
Introduction
Climate change is most often described by trends in temperatures or precipitation. These are easily measured and data are available at a large number of sites, spread over the world. At many sites data series extend over a century. There is an extensive literature, reviewed and summarized by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2013) (2014) .
Atmospheric pressure is also readily measured, and data are available from lengthy time series at a large number of stations. Trends in atmospheric pressure and its fluctuations reflect the evolving climate (Gillett et al. 2003 (Gillett et al. , 2005 Van Wijngaarden 2005; Hegerl et al. 2006; Gillett & Stott 2009; Wang et al. 2009; van den Besselaar et al. 2011; Gillett et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2014) . Spatial gradients in pressure drive winds, and their magnitude is related to the strength of weather systems.
Compared to temperature and precipitation, sea-level adjusted pressure is insensitive to micrometeorology, making it a robust indicator. Changing the ground surface around a weather station on scales of even a few meters can change the temperature by several degrees (the urban heat island effect is an example of this on somewhat larger scales), and even in uniform flat terrain precipitation can be structured on scales of tens of meters or even less. Atmospheric pressure, averaged over gusts, is generally more uniform; exceptions occur in intense storms where the pressure gradient structure itself is of interest because it drives storm intensity. Temporal structure on a scale of days corresponds to spatial structure on a scale of 1000-2000 km, and drives cyclonic circulation.
Methods
The mean atmospheric sea level pressure P is nearly constant because it is the weight of the atmosphere, per unit area, with corrections resulting from changes in the mean atmospheric circulation. Several small effects change the gravitational contribution to the mean P as climate changes:
where h is the atmospheric scale height, R the radius of the Earth, the various µ the molecular weights of the corresponding species, ∆A CO 2 the change in abundance of CO 2 and ∆P H 2 O the increase in partial pressure of H 2 O (Trenberth & Smith 2005) . The first term results from the increase in scale height as the atmosphere warms and the decrease of gravitational acceleration with altitude, the second term the replacement of O 2 by heavier CO 2 , and the third term the increase in atmospheric mass as the quantity of water vapor in it increases. For a temperature increase of 1 • C, the addition of 125 ppm of CO 2 to the atmosphere and an increase in water vapor content corresponding to that temperature increase, assuming 100% relative humidity (a crude assumption, but sufficient to estimate the size of the effect), the first term is about −7 × 10 −6 , the second term is about 5 × 10 −5 and the third term is about 7 × 10 −4 , each over the roughly 150 years since anthropogenic CO 2 and warming have become significant. We might hope that the third, and dominant, term would give an integral measurement of the mass of water vapor in the atmosphere that is not easy to obtain in any other manner.
In addition to a steady increase of the mean P produced by the increasing mass of the atmosphere (and very slightly offset by its thermal expansion), changes in circulation and weather lead to regional differences in any trend of P and in its fluctuations. These fluctuations reflect weather patterns and their changes; storms are associated with large spatial and rapid temporal changes in pressure. Changes in climate, such as increased or decreased storminess, may be reflected in changes in the variance of P and in its time dependence.
Most past studies of atmospheric pressure fluctuation (Rosenan & Striem 1975; Canavero & Einaudi 1987; Gong & Drange 2005; Nawri & Stewart 2009; Krueger & von Storch 2011) have not searched for long term trends in their statistics that might be related to climate change. Trends in the statistics of pressure variations are diagnostic of climate change effects other than warming itself. Qualitatively, we may expect that greater pressure variability would be correlated with more intense storms, and vice versa.
We use the data in the Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily Database (Menne et al. 2012; GHCN 2018) as the source of pressure data. In addition to trends in the pressure itself, we calculate the variance of daily atmospheric pressure measurements at station i over a period denoted by τ
where P i,j is the pressure measured at station i on day j ∈ τ , N i the number of days in τ with pressure data for station i and P i is the average over all such days at station i.
We also define the variance of the day-to-day pressure differences
where the sum is restricted to values of j for which there are data for both day j and day j + 1. N i,δ,τ < N i,τ , although the difference is small because the data comprise uninterrupted runs of n 1 days in which there are n − 1 valid pairs.
As in most historic meteorological databases, the time series in GHCN (2018) are incomplete. Different stations have data from different periods of time. We only consider a year of data from a site to be valid if it contains at least 150 days of data (or 150 pairs of consecutive days with data if we are considering day-to-day pressure differences). We divide the period 1930-2017 into eight 11-year "decades", choosing 11 year intervals so that if the Solar cycle has a significant effect on meteorological variables each "decade" will sample one entire cycle; then any Solar effect will not be aliased into a spurious long-term trend. We consider a "decade" to have valid data if it contains six or more valid years and only consider a station if it has at least four valid "decades". The stations passing this test are shown in Fig. 1 . For these sites we calculate the mean P , the mean Var[P ] and the mean Var[δP ] for each "decade" and fit linear trends to these "decadal" means. After fitting dP i /dt, dVar[P i ]/dt and dVar[δP i ]/dt at each station i, we average these values over all stations in each of the nine geographic regions shown in Fig. 1 and defined in Table 1 . Fig. 1. -Locations of sites passing tests for sufficient data, and the nine geographic regions over which we construct averages. The North Asia region includes areas on both sides of longitude 180, displayed as separate boxes in this figure.
Results
The numbers N of stations passing the tests for sufficient data and the their mean values of pressure, its variance and the variance of the day-to-day pressure differences are shown in Table 3 . Fig. 2 shows the mean rates of change of pressure in each of the nine regions defined in Table 1 . The boxes are the ±1σ uncertainties where σ is the standard error of the means of each regions, and the error bars are the ±1σ uncertainties where σ is the standard deviation of the individual station slopes; these differ by a factor of N 1/2 where N (Table 2) is the number of stations in each region. The former, smaller, uncertainty would be applicable if pressure trends at each station were independent. In fact, they are correlated (to an unknown degree) and the uncertainty is larger, with the standard deviation of the individual slopes setting an upper limit. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of individual station slopes within each region.
Mean Pressures
Comparison of the trend in mean pressure indicated by Eq. 1 to the empirical values of Table 2 shows that the predicted trend of pressure increasing by roughly 0.5 mbar/Century is opposite in sign to the observed (not necessarily significantly different from zero) trends, and not insigificant in magnitude. If the observed trends are significant they must be attributed to changing circulation patterns and wind speeds. Evidence for a worldwide stilling of wind speeds was reviewed by McVicar et al. (2012) .
The strong negative trend in Antarctic pressure may be associated with an increasing strength of the Southern Annular Mode (Marshall 2003) . McVicar et al. (2012) only included two Antarctic sites, at both of which wind speeds increased.
Variances
We calculate the mean rates of change of the variance of the daily atmospheric pressure measurements Var[P ] and of the variance of the day-to-day differences of daily atmospheric pressure measurements Var [δP ] in nine regions into which we divide the Earth's land surface. These both measure the strength of the forces driving weather systems. Var[P ] describes the overall range of the pressure, whose gradient drives airflow, while Var[δP ] provides a higher-pass filter by describing the variations on comparatively short (one day) time scales, and therefore on shorter spatial scales as meteorological structures advect. Table 1 defines the regions and also gives lower bounds on the characteristic times of pressure variance change (the variances divided by their time derivatives) for each region and for both variances. The numerical results are shown in Table 2 and are plotted in Fig. 4 . The distributions 
Discussion
The decrease of mean pressure in most regions is opposite to the effect of adding additional H 2 O vapor to the atmosphere. The fact that it is observed in eight of the nine regions, and statistically significant at the 2σ level in seven of them if the smaller of the uncertainty estimates is valid, suggests that it may be real. It must be attributed to changes in the atmospheric flow.
If the smaller (standard error of the means) uncertainty estimates are adopted then in six regions a significant decrease in day-to-day pressure variance, at a rate ∼ 10 −3 /y, is found (Fig. 4) . If the larger uncertainty estimates are adopted then no significant trend is found, but an upper limit to any rate of change of these variances ∼ 0.5-1 × 10 −2 /y can be set in most regions (Table 1) . The values in this Table are all lower bounds on T char (upper bounds on rates of change), so outlying small values indicate only that data in those regions are scattered, not that the variances are changing rapidly.
These conclusions are similar to the earlier result (Canel & Katz 2018 ) that storminess in the 48 contiguous United States, as measured by the normalized variance of hourly rainfall, has shown little or no trend in a period that substantially overlaps with that of this study. Increasing temperature has not been associated with rapid change in the other meteorological parameters studied. We thank J. Finkel for assistance with Fig. 1 and P. Huybers and W. H. Press for useful discussions.
This preprint was prepared with the AAS L A T E X macros v5.2. The mean rates of change of the pressure in mb/Century, of the variance of δP in mb 2 /Century, and of the variance of P in mb 2 /Century. Two 1σ uncertainties of the slopes are presented: the standard deviations of the slopes of the variances at the individual stations in the region, which overestimate the uncertainties of their means, and the standard errors of the mean slopes, which underestimate the uncertainties of their means because pressure among the stations is correlated. These uncertainties are not additive. Table 3 : Mean values of pressure P , its variance and the variance of its differences δP on consecutive days.
